
 

 

Case Study 

New Video Door Entry System for Port East Apartments  

 

The safety and security of residents living in a prestigious apartment block in Canary Wharf, London, 

has been significantly increased with Smart R Distribution and systems integrator, Isecurity Systems 

Limited, working in partnership to supply and install a new state-of-the-art Comelit video door entry 

system.  

 

Dominating the dockside at Canary Wharf, Port East Apartments is a converted Grade I listed 

warehouse which was reputedly originally built during the 19th Century by French prisoners of the 

Napoleonic war. In addition to 107 apartments, the aesthetics of which are enhanced by the building’s 

original timber beams, exposed brickwork and oak flooring, there are also restaurants, bars, leisure 

facilities and retail activities located on a site covering one million square feet. 

 

Main contractor, JPS Maintenance Services Ltd awarded the contract to install Comelit IKALL 6701W 

mini video door entry monitors within each of the 107 apartments, as well as visitor call stations at the 

Port East Apartments’ 4 street entrances, to Essex based Isecurity Systems.  

 

Upgrade  

“The existing intercom system which had been installed when the warehouse was converted in 1998 

had limited functionality and Lee Baron, the property management specialists responsible for Port East 

Apartments, wanted to ensure residents were provided with a high level of security which took 

advantage of the latest 2-wire video door entry technology,” said Russell Morgan, Project Manager for 

Isecurity Systems. 

 

Visitor call stations  

Working as a team with JPS Maintenance Services and Lee Baron, as well as Comelit and Smart R 

Distribution, Isecurity Systems were able to provide bespoke stainless steel, weather and vandal-proof 

visitor call stations which exactly fitted into the wall apertures previously occupied by the old units. 

These allow visitors to announce their arrival by using an alpha numeric pad to key in the number of an 

apartment or the name of the resident.  

 

Video door entry panels  

Equipped with 4 soft buttons for door opening and other functionality, the wall mounted IKALL 6701W 

IKALL 6701W mini video door entry monitors are equipped with a hand-set and 4.3" colour screen which 

can be adjusted for contrast and brightness. There is also a choice of different melodic ringtones.  



 

Concierge  

A Comelit Concierge handset has also been installed within a central reception area. With a 32-

character alphanumeric digital keypad and colour display, the handset enables a user’s code and name 

to be displayed and keeps a record of unanswered calls stored in its memory.  

 

Success 

Commenting on the success of the project, Russ Morgan said: “Residents now have a robust and user- 

friendly video door entry system which enables them to clearly see and verify the identity of visitors. We 

were very pleased to be part of a team which was able to complete this project on time and with 

minimum disruption to residents.”  

 

 

 


